In this paper, we present for the first time a sequence of quaternions of order 4 that we will call the fourth-order Jacobsthal and the fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternions. In particular, we are interested in the generating function, Binet formula, explicit formula and some interesting results for fourth-order Jacobsthal quaternions and fourth-order JacobsthalLucas quaternions. This generalizes some previous results given by , Torunbalci Aydin and Yüce in [14] and Cerda-Morales in [2] .
Introduction
The Jacobsthal numbers have many interesting properties and applications in many fields of science (see, e.g. [1, 4, 12, 9] ). In [1] , Barry investigated a Jacobsthal decomposition of Pascal's triangle. In [4] , Deveci et. al. defined the generalized order-k Jacobsthal sequences modulo m. In [12] , Köken and Bozkurt showed that the Jacobsthal numbers are also generated by a special matrix. The Jacobsthal numbers J n are defined [9] by the recurrence relation J 0 = 0, J 1 = 1, J n+2 = J n+1 + 2J n , n ≥ 0.
(1.1)
Another important sequence is the Jacobsthal-Lucas sequence. This sequence is defined by the recurrence relation j 0 = 2, j 1 = 1, j n+2 = j n+1 + 2 j n , n ≥ 0. (1.2) In [3] the Jacobsthal recurrence relation is extended to higher order recurrence relations and the basic list of identities provided by Horadam [9] is expanded and extended to several identities for some of the higher order cases. Furthermore, the authors generalized the Jacobsthal recursion as In this work we consider the particular case r = 4, the fourth-order Jacobsthal numbers {J (4) n } n≥0 and the fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas numbers { j (4) n } n≥0 are defined by
respectively.
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The first fourth-order Jacobsthal numbers and fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas numbers are presented in the following On the other hand, Horadam [7] introduced the n-th Fibonacci and the n-th Lucas quaternion as follows
and
respectively. Here F n and L n are the n-th Fibonacci and n-th Lucas numbers, respectively. Furthermore, the basis i, j, k satisface the following rules:
Furthermore, the rules (1.8) imply i j = − ji = k, jk = −k j = i and ki = −ik = j. In general, a quaternion is a hyper-complex number and is defined by Q = q r + iq i + jq j + kq k , where i, j, k are as in (1.8) and {q r , q i , q j , q k } ⊂ R. Note that we can write Q = q r + V Q where V Q = iq i + jq j + kq k . The conjugate of the quaternion Q is denoted by Q = q r − V Q . The norm of a quaternion Q is defined by
Many interesting properties of Fibonacci and Lucas quaternions can be found in [5, 6, 7, 8, 10] . In [6] , Halici investigated complex Fibonacci quaternions. In [8] Horadam mentioned the possibility of introducing Pell quaternions and generalized Pell quaternions. In [13] , the authors defined the Jacobsthal quaternions and the Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternions. Recently, in [2] the author defined the third-order Jacobsthal quaternions and mentioned the possibility of introducing higher order Jacobsthal quaternions. In this paper, we introduce and study the fourth-order Jacobsthal quaternions and the fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternions. In particular, we give generating function, Binet formula and some interesting results for the fourth-order Jacobsthal quaternions and fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternions. For fourth-order Jacobsthal and fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas numbers some identities are given, see [3] . In this paper we need some of them.
.
(1.13)
Using standard techniques for solving recurrence relations, the auxiliary equation, and its roots are given by
Note that the latter two are the complex conjugate quartic roots of unity. Call them ω 1 and ω 2 , respectively. Thus the Binet formulas can be written as
(1.14)
respectively. Now, we use the notation
where A = b − aω 2 and B = b − aω 1 , in which ω 1 and ω 2 are the complex conjugate quartic roots of unity (i.e. ω 4 1 = ω 4 2 = 1). Furthermore, note that for all n ≥ 0 we have
where H
0 (a, b) = a and H
1 (a, b) = b. From the Binet formulas (1.14), (1.15) and Eq. (1.16), we have
where
n (1, −3).
The fourth-order jacobsthal quaternions
The n-th fourth-order Jacobsthal quaternion JQ (4) n and the n-th fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternion jQ (4) n can be defined as
respectively. Here J
n and j (4) n are the n-th fourth-order Jacobsthal and n-th fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas numbers, respectively. Furthermore, the basis i, j, k satisface the rules in (1.8). The function G(t) = ∑ n≥0 JQ (4) n t n is called the generating function for the sequence {JQ (4) n }. In [3] , the authors found a generating function for fourth-order Jacobsthal numbers. In the following theorem, we established the generating function for fourth-order Jacobsthal and fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternions.
Theorem 2.1. The generating function for fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternion is
Proof. Assuming that the generating function of the quaternion { jQ (4) n } n≥0 has the form G(t) = ∑ n≥0 jQ (4) n t n , we obtain that
n (n ≥ 0) and the coefficients of t n for n ≥ 4 are equal to zero. In equivalent form is 4 .
Thus, the proof is completed.
Thus, the Binet formula for jQ (4) n can be given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. If jQ
n+3 be the n-th fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternion. Then,
4)
where ω 1 , ω 2 are the complex conjugate quartic roots of unity. Furthermore,
n (1, −3). Using the relation (1.18), we have
where V Q
So, the theorem is proved.
In a similar way, using the Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) one can easily prove the following theorem.
n+3 be the n-th fourth-order Jacobsthal quaternion. Then,
6)
where α = 1 + 2i + 4 j + 8k and V Q (4)
n+3 .
Some identities for the fourth-order jacobsthal quaternions
By some elementary calculations we find the following recurrence relations for the fourth-order Jacobsthal and fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternions from (2.1) and (2.2):
and similarly jQ
n−1 , for n ≥ 1. Now, we give some interesting results for the fourth-order Jacobsthal quaternions {JQ (4) n } n≥0 and the fourth-order Jacobsthal-Lucas quaternions { jQ (4) n } n≥0 .
Theorem 3.1. Let n ≥ 0 integer. Then, we have jQ (4) n − 6JQ
Proof. To prove Eq. (3.2) we need the Eq. (1.9). In fact, it suffices to take the Binet's formula of J
n and j (4) n in (1.18). Then,
For definitions (2.1) and (2.2), we have JQ
n+3 and jQ
n+3 . Then, if we consider n ≡ 0(mod 4), we obtain
n+2 − 6J 
Proof. To prove Eq. (3.3) , we use definition of norm for the fourth-order Jacobsthal quaternion JQ (4) n ,
Then, by the Binet formula (1.18) we have In a similar way, using the Eqs. (1.10) and (1.11) one can easily prove the following theorem.
The following is a result for the sum of fourth-order Jacobsthal quaternions. 
If n ≡ 1(mod 4), we have ∑ n+1 + (i − j − 3k). The proof is similar for the cases n ≡ 2, 3(mod 4). Thus, the proof is completed.
There are three well-known identities for Fibonacci numbers, namely, Catalan's, Cassini's, and d'Ocagne's identities. The proofs of these identities are based on Binet formulas. We can obtain these types of identities for fourth-order Jacobsthal quaternions using the Binet formulas derived above. We use the notation where α = 1 + 2i + 4 j + 8k , ω 1 = 1 + ω 1 i − j − ω 1 k, ω 2 = 1 + ω 2 i − j − ω 2 k and UQ
